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triple referenceclass.For these, according to the rule of elimination, there
are only six independentequationsof the form

P( A,D): P (A .B ,D): P (A .B ,C). P (A . B . C, D)
+ [1 - P (A .B ,C)].P (A .B. C, D)

(14)

The probabilities having a triple referenceclass are, therefore, not determined by the probabilities having a single or a double referenceclass,and
thus (13) doesnot follow from (12).
An exampleof a casefor which (12) is valid, but not (13), is providedb1thesequence*
,4,AAAAAAA
. . .

BBBBBBBB.

(15)

CCCCCCCC...
DDDDDDDD.

. .

for which the first part written down is to be repeated periodically in the
sameorder. Here all the probabilities(12) are equal to *. But P(A.B.C,D)
is equalto 1; so is P(:4..B.e ,D1,and so on.
for which, apart from the relations (12), the relations (13) are
Sequences
fulfilled, are called completelE
independent.This notation appliessimilarly for
a greaternumber of sequences.

$ 24. CompleteProbability Systems
In $ 16 the assumptionof a compactsequence,4-was introducedand shown
to be convenient for the frequency interpretation, becauseit leads to the
simple formula (4, $ 16). It is possibleto introduce this assumptionby a
logical device that makes its truth analytic: by replacingthe classA by the
universalclass,4v t. The conditionrie A v,4 is then tautologicallysatisfied
for every elementol.
To simplify the notation we introduce the rule that the universal classmay
be omitted in the first term of a probability expression.This rule is expressed
by the definition
p@) : or p(A v A,B)
(t)
The probability P(B) may be called an absoluteprobability,in contr4Cistinction to the relative probabilities so far considered.An absolute frobability can be regardedas a relative probability the referenceclassof which
is the universal class.
If the statementxr,eA is true for all rr, though not analytic, the class,4.,
for this sequence,is equivalent to the universal class.d.v A. If a sequenceis

r07
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compactin ,4, the indication of the classA may thereforebe omitted, and the
probabilities may be treated as absoluteprobabilities.
The axioms and theoremsof the calculusare transferred by the definition
(1) to absolute probabilities. We find, for instance,
(2)

P(B)+P(B):I

P(Bv c) : P(B)+ P(c) - P(B.c)

(3)

P(B.C) : P(B) . P(B,C): P(C).P(C,B)

(4)

P(C) : P(B) . P(B,C)+ P(B) .P(B,C)

(5)

P(B v C,D) :
p ( B ) .P( B,D ) + p(C).p(C,D) - p(B ) .p(B, C). P (B . C, D) (6 )
P(B) + P(C) _ P(B) .P(B,C)
andfor exclusiveevents

P( Bv c , D ):

P (B )' P (B 'D +
) P (c)' P( c' D)
P(B)+ P(C)

(7)

Thesespecialforms follow from the generalforms (7, S 13), (8, $ 20), (3, $ 14),
2, $ 19), (16, $ 22), (3, $ 22), when A V.24,
is substitutedfor A. But it is not
possibleconverselyto derive the general forms from the special forms; the
latter hold only for the universal classas referenceclass,whereasthe former
hold for all referenceclasses.For the treatment of the relative probabilities
occurring in the above formulas, therefore,formulas in terms of the general
referenceclass,4.must be used.l
If two classesB and C are considered,the completesgstemof probabilities
pertaining to them is given by the probabilities
P(B)

P(B)

P(B,C)

P(B,C)

P(c)

P(c)

P(C,B) P(C,B)

(8)

P@,e) P@,e) P(C,B) P(e,B)
The probabilitiesof the secondand third line will be calledmutual probaAihti,es.
The twelve values (8) are determinedby the three fundamental probabilities
P(B)

P(C)

P(B,C)

(e)

shich are the analoguesof the three fundamental probabiliiies P(A,B),
P ,t,C), P(A.B,C), introduced in (7', $ 21). The computationis made by
I lf formlrlas containing the general reference class ,4 are to be derivable frori the corregonding formulas written in t'he notation by absolute probabilities, a particiitar rule of
*-Ltitution must be introduced; see rule a, $ 82,
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the use of the relations(Z)-(5); amongthese,(4) suppliesthe value p(C,B);
(5), the valueswith negatedterms in the referenceclass.
It was mentioned above that the choice of these values as i.rndamental
probabilities is a matter of convention, and that three other independent
values could be used for the same purpose.From this point of view it is of
some interest to select three values from the second line in (8) as fundamental probabilities. This line containsthe two afirrnatiueterms P(B,C) and
P(C,B), which contain no negationsigns,and the two terms of negatiaereferenceP(B,C) and P(C,-B),which contain negationsignsfor referenceclasses.
These four probabilities are not independent, but are connected by the
relation
(10)
This relation is derived as follows. We introduce the abbreviations
P(B):b

P(C):s
P(C,B):h

P(B,C):q

P(B,C):c2

P(0,8):b2

(11)

Applying (a) to the three forms P(B.C), P(B.C), p(B.C), *e construct
the three relations
ba:

c (l - b 1 ) : c 2 (l - b )

" 6t

b(l - cl) : bz(l - c)

(I2)

Solving the first two relations for b and c, we have
b-

bfi2

cr(l -

b) *bp2

a:
- -

hcz
cr(1 -

br) *

brc,

(13)

Insertingthesevaluesin the third relation (12), we find
c tb z b , l c t-l
b fi o , c z l h -l

(14) I

which is the relation (10).
Equations (13) determine the absolute probabilities as functions of the
three mutual probabilitiesP(B,C), P(C,B), P(B,C), and can be written in
the form

P(C,B). P(B,C)
P(B,C)lr- P(C,B)l+ P(C,B). P(B,C)
P(B,C).P(B,C)
P(C) :
P(B,C)I - P(C,B)]+F(C,B). P(B,C)
P(B) :

(15)

These results show that all the probabilities (8) are determined by the
three mutual probabilitiesP(B,C), P(C,B), P(B,C). Exceptionis to be mait:
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for the casethat the denominatorof (15) (which representsthe determinant
of th" correspondingset of linear equations) vanishes.This is the case,in
particular, for exclusiveclassesB and C, that is, for P(B,C) : P(C,B) : O;
(15) then gives the indeterminateform $.
It is possibleto construct a formula that is not subject to this degeneration
when the probability P@,8) is included in the arguments.For P(B,C) :
P(C,B) : 0, formula (10) suppliesthe form $, and the four valuesof the second line of (8) are no longer connectedby a restrictive condition; thus the
last term of this line can be added as an independent parameter. For the
derivation we use (5), first with B and C interchanged,then in the form
given, thus arriving at the two equations
b:

ch * (1 - c)br

c:bq

* (1 - b)a

(16)

which, solved for b and c, give the results
b:

czfrl*br(l - a)

b z h * q (l
-bz)
I - (bt -br)(cror)

l- ( bt - bt ) ( c' -c r)

(17)

lntroducing the exclusioncondition br : cr: 0, we find
bz(l

,
o:a
= b-;

cz)

(18)

Theseformulas can be written

P(B) :

P(e,D[r - P(B,C)]
L - P(B,C).P(e,B)

P(q:'f#6ffi

(1e)

They determine the absolute probabilities in terms of the mutual probabilities for the exclusiveclassesB and C.
The two affirmative mutual probabilities P(B,C) and P(C,B) &re connectedbY the relation
P(c)
P(B,c)

,a.rr: tiri

(20)

which follows from (4). Correspondingrelations hold for negated mutual
probabilities;they follow from (20) by the substitution of E for B and so on.
In many applications the two absolute probabilities P(B) and P(C) are
u-nknown,and only the two affirmative mutual probabilities P(B,C) and
P(C,B) are given. Thesevalues are subject to no restrictions other than that
their values be between 0 and 1. The two probabilities are sometimescombined in a mutual probability implication, which is written in the implicative
notation
(r -B c)
.- (21)
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This is equivalent to the conjunction
(B+C).

(C+B)

(22)

pq

As explained,the two values p and.q are not subject to any connecting
condition. It is even possiblethat p : 1 and 9 : 0 without B or C being
empty. The correspondinggeneralimplications (B I C) and (C ) B) are compatible only if B is empty, sincewe can derive from them, by the transitivity
for the
of the implication,the relation (B ) B). Thereis no suchconsequence
probability implications becausethe probability 1 is not equivalent to certainty. Thus P(C,B) : 0 does not excludethe possibility that C is someby B.
times accompanied
If the two mutual probabilities are given, the values of the absoluteprobabilities and those of the probabilities of negative referenceare not determined. Only the ratio of the absolute probabilities is determined,according
to (20). But it is possibleto compute someother probabilities.First, we can
replace the relation (20), which includes absolute probabilities, by a correspondingrelation for relative probabilities. For this derivation, the relations
(2)-(7) are not sufficient,and we must return to the notation in terms of the
generalreferenceclass,4. We apply (4, $ 21), substitutefor ,4.the disjunction B V C, and use the tautological equivalences

(B vCl.B : B )

(lB vCl. C = C)

(23)

We thus arriveat the formula
P(B,C) _P(BvC,C)
P(C,B) P(B v C,B)

(24)

The expressionsP(B v C,B) and P(B v C,C) may be calleddisjunctiuewedghts;
they determine the weight with which either of the terms B or C occurs in
their mutual disjunction- Formula (24) states that the ratio of the mutual
probabilities is equal to the ratio of the disjunctive weights.
There is a further relation, which makes it possible,in combination with
(24), to determinethe disjunctive weights in terms of the affirmative mutual
probabilities. We have, with the generalrule of addition in the ,4.-notation,
P(BvC,BvC):1:

P(BvC,B) +P(BvC,C) - P(BvC,B.C)

(25)

The last term is transformedwith (23) into

P(B v C,B.C): P(B v C,B). P(lB v Cl.B,C)
: P(B v C,B). P(B,C)

(26)
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Introducing this result in (25) and substituting for P(B v C,C) the value
resulting from (24), we arrive at an equation, which, solved for P(B vC,B),
givesthe result

P(C,B)

P\Bv c'B) :

P@4lTFa,D - f@,c) - P(c,B)

(27)

This relation will be called the generalrule of the disju,nctiue
weight.It determines the disjunctive weight as a function of the affirmative mutual probabilities.
It is easily seenthat the disjunctive weight of C is given by a similar expression,resulting from (27) when P(B,C) is put f.orP(C,B) in the numerator.
The probability of the product results from (26) in the form

P(B v C,B.C):

P(B,C).P(C,B)
P(B,C)+ P(C,B)- P(B,C) . P(C,B)

(28)

As for (15), a qualification must be added. Formulas (27)-(28) dependon
the condition that at least one of the two mutual probabilities is > 0. It folbws that for exclusiveclassesthe disjunctive weights are not determinedby
the affrrmativemutual probabilities.
As before, a computation for exclusiveclassesis made possibleby the use
of mutual probabilities of negative reference.From (7) we derive, substituting B f.or D and putting P(C,B) : 0 becauseof the exclusioncondition,

P(B v C,B) :

P(B)

P(B) + P(c)

(2e)

With the applicationof (19)we find
P(B v C,B) :

PG,B)lt- P(B,C)|

.P(e,B)
P(B,C)
+ P(e,D - ZP(B,C)

(30)

This formula, which holds only for exclusivedisjunctions, will be called the
tpcciel rul,eof the disjunctiueweight.Since the mutual probabilities of negative referenceused in the formula are sufficient to determine the absolute
probabilities, a knowledgeof the disjunctive weights, for exclusivedisjunctions, is inseparablefrom a knowledgeof the absoluteprobabilities.
!V'e turn now to probability relations betweenthree classesB\B2,B1. The
eomplete probability system, written only for affirmative terms, is given
here by the probabilities
P(Br)

P(Bz)

P(B')

P(Br,Bz)

P(Bz,B)

P(Bs,B)

P(Bz,B)

P(Bs,B2)

P(Bb&)

P(&.82,h)

P(82.&,BL)

P(&.&,82)

'' (sr)

tr2
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The other forms result by substitution of Br and so on, in these expression-.
The probabilitiesof the last line will be calledcompound,
mutualprobabilities.
Thoseof the secondand third linesare then calledsimplemutualprobabi,l:ities
Note that the values (31) are not subjectto restrictiveconditions:it is nor
required that thc three classesbe exclusiveor independentor that they form
a completedisjunction.
For any two simple mutual probabilities,formula (4) leads to the relation

: P-n
!(,"=r?

P(Bk,Bc) P(B o)

G2

The probabilitiesof the third line of (31) are thus determinedby those oi
the first and secondlines.Probabilitieshaving Btor Br in the referenceclas:
are derivablefrom the affirmativeterms by meansof (5).
The three compoundmutual probabilities are connectedby the relation-..
followingfrom the rule of the product,

P:2

3'B?.:
P(B;.8*,81)

P-(B\'B^)
P(B;,Bn)

(BB

The three relationsresulting for m : l, k : 2; m : 2, I{ : 3; and m : 3.
lc : I, are not independent,becausethe last is easily seento be a conse.
quenceof the other two. Thus (33) representstwo independentrelations.
If one of the affirmative compound mutual probabilities is given, the othe:
two are thus determined.Probabilities with terms Br in the referencecla--are computed from the affirmative terms by meansof the relations (5) ani
(10,$ 19).
The complete probability system for three classesis thus determined b5
the six valuesof the first two lines of (31) and, besides,one of the compoun,i
valuesof the last line of (31),that is, by sevenindependentprobabilityvalue
If the absoluteprobabilitiesP(B'), P(Bt), P(Bs) ure unknown, the sir
values of the simple mutual probabilities in the secondand third lines oi
(31) cannot be assumedarbitrarily, but are connectedby the relation
P(Bt,Br)
P (8 2 ,8 )

P(82,&)
P(&,82)

(3+

which followsby the use of (32) and can be written in the form2
P(h,Bz) .P(B2,B;).P(&,8)

: P(81,fu).P(&,Bz) 'P(B1,B)

(35

Only five of these values, therefore, are independent.Formula (35) will t*
calledthe rule of thetriangle.It statesthat in a triangle BTB2BB
the produn
of the three mutual probabilities is the same, whether we go clockwisec':
2This relation was pointed out by Norman Dalkey, "The Plurality of Language Stru:tures," doctoral dissertation, University of California at Los Angeles, 1942,
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counterclockwisearound the triangle. For two events there is no such dependenceof mutual probabilities,becausein this casethere is only one direction for the "round trip". The distinction of two sueh directions beginswith
three events
The relation (35) has a simple explanationin the frequencyinterpretation;
it representsthe identity

N"(&.Bz).N" ( B z . B a) . N" (Ba .B r)
N"(Bt
N"(Bz)
l["(B')
_ N"(Br.Ba).N"(Ba.Br) .N"(Bz.Br)
N"(Bz)
N"(B')
N"(Br)

(86)

The rule of the triangle (35) is automatically satisfied if the absolute
probabilities in combination with the secondline of (31) are used for the
determination of the valuesof the third line. But if the absoluteprobabilities
are not usedand, instead,five of the simple mutual probabilities are assumed
arbitrarily, they are subject to the numerical restriction
p(Bt,Bz).P(82,&) .P(h,BL) < P(&,82) . P(82,8)

(37)

which formulates the condition P(BbBs) < 1 for computation of this probability from (35). This inequality is to be addedto the inequalities (15, $ 19).
The following special conditions can be derived. If. P(B\82) : 1 and
P(82,&) : 1, it follows lhat P(B1,Bs): I i P(82,8) ) 0. This transitivity
is shownby the considerationsaddedto (7, $ 19), Another rule of transitivity
is as follows: if transitivity holds in one direction of the triangle, it also holds
in the other. This theorem, which applies, too, when the probabilities are
( l, is derivable from (35), becausewhen we put there
P(B\BI) : P(ByBz)' P(B.,B.)
we have
P(83,8) : P(BLB,) .P(82,8)
The values (37) determine the ratios of the absoluteprobabilities, according to (32). If a further condition is added, for instance,that the disjunction
of the three classesbe complete,the absoluteprobabilities are determinable.
Instead of such a condition for the absolute probabilities, it is sufficient to
give one simple mutual probability of negative reference.The computation
of the absolute probabilities then follows the methods developedfor two
classes.
If, besidesthe values (37), one compoundprobability and one simple mutual probability of negative referenceare given, all the other probabilities
can be computed by the methods developedfor two classes.
1
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For three classes,the problem of a disjunctive referencecla,ssoffers particular interest. The problem will first be treated for nonexclusivereference
classes.B1and 82, for which caseit can be solved in terms of affirmative
mutual probabilities.When we insert the values(15) in (6), the denominator
of (15) drops out and the term P(B,C), which occursin every term, can be
canceled.Putting Br,Br, 83,respectively,for B , C, D, we arrive at the formula

(38)

P(Brv 82,83):

P (Br,B2). p (82,&) + p (82,8) . p (B"B) - p (B',Bz). p (Bz,B) . p (&. B2,B
r)
- P(B\82)' P(82,8)
P(B\82) + P(B2,BL)
The formula difrersfrom the generalrule of reduction,in the forms (16, S22)
or (6), in that it includesneitherabsoluteprobabilitiesnor a term ,{ eommon
to all referenceclasses.Instead,the terms ^B1and Bz of the disjunctionare
distributed into the first terms of the expressionson the right; we therefore
call (38) the generalrule of distributiuereference.The occurrenceof the term
P(BL.B2,B;) showsthat the solution requiresone compoundmutual prob
ability; but all the terms are affirmative mutual probabilities.
For exclusiveclasses,again, a different solution is necessary,because,for
P(B\BI) : P(82,81): 0, formula (38) givesthe form 8. As before,the prob
lem is solved by the use of probabilities of negative reference.Starting with
(7), we insert the values of P(B) and P(C) from (19); we then substitutr
Br, Br,83, respectiyely,for B, C, D, and arrive at the result

:
P(Brv B2,Bs)
(3e;
P(BL,&) . p(Bz,B) .lr - p(Bl,Br)l -f p(82,&) , p(Bt,Bz) . [1 - p(82,8\\,:
P(BL,BL)+ P(82,8) - 2P(B"Bz) . P(8,,8,)
This is the specialrule of distributedreference,which holds only for exclusive
disjunctions. It does not require the use of compound mutual probabilitiesbut presupposesterms of negative reference.Note that, in contradistinctiou
to previoustheoremsto which similar nameswere assigned($$ 14, 20,22'..
the two special rules (30) and (39) do not follow from the two general rules
(27) and (38) as specialcases,but require separatederivations.
The considerationscan be extended to n classesBr . . B^. For ever-r
subset of rn classesthere exist compound mutual probabilities of the fona
P(Bu .
Br--r,Bo-). They are connectedwith those of the next lows
subsetby the relations
P(Brt .
P(Brr.

. Bo^-r,Bo^)

. B o ^ -r.B o ^ ,B o ^ -r)

P(Br, .
P(B o r'

. Br^-r,Br*)
B r^-2,8r^-r)

(10i

which expressthe rule of the product. Given one probability of the subsa.
all the others are thus determinedin terms of those of the:nrextlower subset-
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Probabilities having a term .81,in the referenceclassare determinedby the
use of the rule of elimination (10, $ 19).
The total nunber p of independent probabilities determining the complete
probability system for r classesis computedas follows. First, the a absolute
probabilities P(Bi) can be given independently.second,of each subsetof m
classesone probability must be given. This includes the case m :2, for
which we have the simple mutual probabilitiesl for every combination
P(B;,B'), the converseprobability follows from (32) in terms of the absolute
probabilities.The relation (32) is not restrictedto-three classesand is a special
caseof (40) resultingf.or m: 2. The number of subsetsof nzclassesamonga
,
,
/"\
/n\
ctaseeso"-g
we nnd, Ernceel :
\,,/
\r/,

u - P ,0 :2 ^ - r

(41)

using the familiar theorem for binomial coefficients

hH:,"

(42)

For zr:2 we haveF:3, accordirgto (g). For n: B we havep:2, in
correspondence
with the above result.
The number v of affirmative probabilities can be found as follows. For
every subset of m classes,there are zn affirmative probabilities, which result
when, one after another, each of the classesis chosenas attribute class.This
is true, too, for rn:Z and,m: 1. There U.iog(l)rubsets of m terms,we have
$/"\
v:,fu\ra
)*:

3

kmt6-

nl

dt'm

: , F,(;:l): 3-r,(;-l)

: n. ) r - r

(43)

For n : I we have y : 1; for n :2, y : 4i for n :8, v :12, in correspondencewith (9) and (31).
The number p of probabilities of t-!e completesystem,all being of the form
occurring in (40), but including botf affirmative and negatedterms, is"computed as follows. Each affirmative probability of.m terms contriuutes 2- into
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the total, since each term can be written once without, and once with, a
negation sign. So we have, using the precedingtransformation of the sum,

n /^\

)n _ ^ '-'- /" -t\

. ,- : znT. t' "- 1\ .2^- L

:2n(2 * 1y"-r _ 2n.8"-L

(44)

For the transition to the secondline we use the binomial theorem

(pl -i l ':k O 'pmqn- m

(45)

choosingP : 2, Q : l,and putting n - 1 for n andm - 1 for m.For n : I
we havep:2; fot n:2, p:12 (see8); for n:3, p: 54.
There are many applicationsfor the relations developedfor three classe-..
Let Bt be a sl.rnptom of illness; Bz, a certain disease;83, the caseof death.
The simple mutual probabilities may be known from statistics; the relation
(35) showsthat only five are to be ascertained,
the sixth beingdeterminable.
Furthermore,one of the compoundprobabilitiesmust be ascertained,fo:
instance,P(&.B2,Ba). When these values are known, all statistical quetions referring to the three classesare answerableexcept those referring tc,
absolute probabilities or probabilities of negative reference.A psychologicaapplicationobtains when Br meansa certain stimulus;82, a perception;B:.
a certainreactionof a person.

$ 25. RemarksConcerningthe Mathematical Formalization
of the Probability Calculus
Having carried through, to a large extent, the formalization of the calculu-.
of probability, we are now free to discussthis procedurefrom a logical vierspoint. The "logification" by which this constructionof the calculuswas intrt-duced has, in the meantime, been transformed into a "mathematization". i
notation in which the logical operationsare restrictedto the inner part ,::
the P-s5rnbols.The resulting complexesof the P-symbols, into which thes;'rnbolsenter as units, have the character of mathematical equations.Th';-.
the probability calculusacquiresa form that is convenientfor the purposer':
carrying out calculations.
This manner of writing-the mathematicalnotation-has the disadvantag:r
that it cannotexpresscertainrelationsof a nonmathematicalkind that ho :
within the probability calculus.There are three different forms of sur'
relations:
1. The dependence
of a mathematicalequationon the validity of anoth::
mathematicalequation,that is, the implicationltgtweenequations.An exar-

